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                        Key details about broadly neutralizing antibodies provide insights for universal flu vaccine
                        New research on polyreactive broadly neutralizing antibodies shows the challenges of balancing an effective immune response.
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                            Ready-to-go T cells may be responsible for immunotherapy success in classical Hodgkin lymphoma
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                                    JAMA study examines facilities’ low use of monthly injections for treating opioid addiction
                                        Researchers from the University of Chicago had a paper published in JAMA that dug into data on why so few mental health and substance use facilities opted not to use long-acting injectable buprenorphine to help people with opioid use disorder.
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                            Top Chicago medical centers join Lynn Sage Breast Cancer Foundation to launch Chicago Breast Cancer Research Consortium
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                            First-of-its-kind medication shows promise for liver disease patients
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                            UChicago scientists invent ultra-thin, minimally invasive pacemaker controlled by light
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                            Updating allocation algorithms could help donor hearts reach the transplant patients who need them most
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                            Comprehensive care improves outcomes in adult lymphoblastic leukemia
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                            Improving asthma outcomes and reducing health disparities
                        

                    

                

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Male gender expression in schools is associated with substance abuse later in life
                                        A new study led by UChicago researchers found that changes in male gender expression from adolescence to young adulthood align closely with the gender norms present in individuals’ school environments, and that these trajectories are associated with subsequent patterns of substance abuse.
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                            UChicago Medicine experts showcase blood cancer research at 65th ASH Annual Meeting
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                            Microbiome insights found in poop help predict infections in liver transplant patients
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